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Does your web opac suffer from the 
Sin/China syndrome?

When your patrons look up ALA to 
find items by the American Library 
Association, do they find only the 
American Lung Association?



  

Does your system confuse Chess 
(the game) with Chess, Henry L.,  
(the person)?

Does it think that Anger is the same 
subject heading as Insanity?



  

If so, then your system is suffering 
from the heartbreak of display 
problems and tag problems!

While frustrating, this does not need 
to be fatal!



  

Remember this??

We got …..



  

 Display Problem 1

Display problems occur due to the way 
Aleph gathers and displays authority 
records.  Aleph shows one authority 
record per heading – but sometimes it 
doesn’t make the best choice.

The very best of Aleph libraries have 
this problem.



  



  



  



  

The authority record that appears is for 
“China” rather than for the subject 
heading “Sin” because (according to 
ExLibris) the record for “China” was 
loaded into the system before the 
record for “Sin”.                            When 
Aleph looks for an authority record, the 
first match it finds, regardless if the 
heading is in a 1xx or a 4xx field is the 
one it will display in the OPAC.  



  

Display Problem 2                          

A second type of display problem 
occurs when a browse search leads to 
multiple choices.  This happens 
frequently with initials or acronyms.  
When a patron uses initials in a 
browse search, the authority heading 
they see is the first one the system 
finds.  For example, an author search 
for “ALA” will bring up:



  



  



  



  

How should it look?  The system should 
display all of the possible choices:

ALA

See: 

African Literature Association

American Latvian Association

American Library Association

American Lung Association

Automobile Legal Association



  

Tag related problem 1

Ambiguous headings – those 
headings that have the same 4xx in 
more than one record but within the 
same family (i.e. topical heading, 
personal name, uniform title)

 For example, the term “madness” is 
found as a 4xx topical heading in 3 of 
our records.  2 of the options are:



  



  



  

Although ambiguous, both of these 
records are legitimate.

So while neither of the records are 
“wrong”, there still can be a problem if 
you allow these headings to update 

records.



  



  

While ambiguous authority 
records are a fact of life, you can 

mark them UPD “N”, stopping 
them from updating records, 

while non-ambiguous headings 
are allowed to update.



  

Tag problem 2

Conflicting headings are similar to 
ambiguous headings.  In both cases 
there are headings that make more 
than one match.  However with a 
conflicting heading, a heading that is 
a 1xx authorized heading is thought, 
by Aleph, to be a 4xx “see from” 
heading in a different family.   



  

These matches occur because 
Aleph reads the first number of 
the tag but not the second two. 

For example, Aleph allows a 400 
field to flip to a 150 field.  Take 
for example the heading “Chess”



  



  



  

So there is a subject heading of 
“Chess” (the game), which should be 
just fine.  It is a 650 field.  Aleph sees 
that it is also a 400 “see from” 
reference.

It reads the “Chess” in the authority 
record and the fact that it is a “4xx” field 
in the authority record.  It doesn’t read 
that it is a 400 field and not a 450 field.



  

Unless the record is set to 
UPD “N”, Aleph will try to 
correct the 650 “Chess” to 

what it considers it’s correct 
heading, 100 Chess, Henry L.



  

If the authority records for this heading is not set to UPD “N”, 
then when the ue_08 is running …



  



  

What is being done about these 
problems?
1. The Cataloging and 
Authorities Enhancement Group 
has, for the last 2 years , 
submitted enhancement requests 
that would reduce these 
problems.



  

2. There was a 2 day meeting 
in Jan. 2003 with an ExLibris 
representative,  Naomi Leiser, 
Helen Schmierer (Harvard) and 
Sandy Card (Binghamton) to 
hammer out the enhancement 
and discuss specific changes that 
could be made to improve 
authorities in Aleph.



  

AND  … Thanks for the 
votes!!



  

We have voted for authority 
enhancements.  ExLibris will 

provide them.  So why not wait? 
Why put effort into short term 

solutions?  If you load all of your 
authority records as UPD “N” you 
will escape the tag problems and 

there is nothing you can do 
currently about the display 

problems anyway.



  

Because even if you have an 
authority control vendor, unless 
you can afford to send your entire 
bib file out periodically, by setting 
your UPD’s to “N” you will create  
split entries. As you bring in new 
records with changed headings, if 
your older records are not 
updated, your catalog will 
become out of sync.



  

Until the enhancements are in place, 
what can you do?

1.Use the p_auth_04 to set those 
authority records which are conflicts 
or ambiguous records to UPD “N” 
and  allow all the rest of the headings 
to update with UPD “Y”.



  

2.Use the p_print_05 to retrieve 
records that have non-preferred 
headings in them. This process will 
identify the headings that would have 
flipped if they weren’t conflicting or 
ambiguous.



  

Step 1

Identify ambiguous and conflicting 
headings by running the p_auth_04 
in the xxx10 library of web services.



  

List Headings Having Multiple 
Document Records (p_auth_04)
 
This report lists headings that are 
linked to more than one authority 
record.  It is designed to “uncover” 
ambiguous headings.  The report 
is only meaningful when run on 
the authority library. 



  

If you run the the p_auth_04 
using the “GEN” index you 
will get a list of problems 
both within and between 
families – both the conflicts 
and the ambiguous headings.



  

The  p_auth_04  output gives you 
a list of headings and the record 
numbers that correspond to the 
headings. Each listed heading 
occurs in 2 or more authority 
records. 



  



  

Again, it is important to remember to 
use the “Gen” index so the list will 
contain matches both across and within 
families. This method provides you with 
a comprehensive list of “problem” 
authority records.



  

In order to use this list for global 
changes to authority records, you 
must first refine it.



  

Before you run the p_auth_04,  go 
to rep_col.eng table in the 
xxx01/tab. Comment out all the 
lines except the one for record no.



  



  



  

##L

008L01C01---000746172##000746171##

Using the data received as a result 
of the p_auth_04, convert the data 
in textpad, replacing the 
extraneous lines of ##L and 
008L01C01 with nulls.
000746172##000746171##



  

Since the p_manage_21  
(global change) will expect 
a library designation 
attached to each id, add 
the xxx10 to each number.

000746172BIN10,000746171BIN10,



  

Note: Also add a comma after 
the xxx10 since the records will 
be imported into an Excel file as 
comma delimited. 

000746172BIN10,000746171BI

N10,

 Save as a .txt file.



  

Using Excel, import the .txt 
file as comma delimited.  
This causes the multiple 
ambiguous record numbers 
to go into their own columns.



  



  

Finally create an input file in 
$alephe_scratch.  Copy each 
column into the input file 
appending them together.

000746172BIN10
000746171BIN10
000056668BIN10
000867429BIN10



  

Run the b_manage_21 to make 
the global changes to the UPD 
field of Y to N.



  



  

Running this global change will set 
the UPD’s to N in all the records that 
the p_auth_04 identified.  This 
change will prevent these records 
from updating bibliographic records 
when the ue_08 is running. 

But what about new authority records 
that you want to bring in the system?



  

Each authority record should be 
tested before it is allowed to 
update records. This means that 
to be safe, you need to bring 
authority records into the system 
already marked UPD “N”.



  

We use OCLC’s CatME to 
import our authority records.



  

Once the record has been exported to 
our system, we test it by sending to the 
server.  If there is no error message, 
we change the UPD to Y. 

If there is an error message, we leave 
the record at UPD “N” and make sure 
that the corresponding duplicate 
headings record is also set to UPD 
“N”.



  

Here is the type of error message 
you would expect to see.



  

Once you have set the 
ambiguous and conflicting 
headings to UPD “N”, records 
that have ambiguous headings 
will not flip. Truly ambiguous 
headings are not an Aleph 
specific problem. Any system or 
authorities vendor will generate 
the same problems. But how can 
you use reports from Aleph to 
help identify the headings that 
need to be looked at manually?



  

The p_print_05 is a web services 
report that will give you a list of 
catalog records with “non-
preferred” headings.  The report 
can be generated in different 
ways depending on your needs.



  



  

Once again you can use 
rep_col.eng to changed the 
information you get in the input 
file. This time, by commenting 
out all but the 
z02-doc-number (record id)
you get a list of record id’s of 
records where a heading is in a 
4xx field. 
!p_print_05           01 001 Acc Text             030 01 C01 --- --- Z01-display-
text
p_print_05           01 002 Acc Documents        020 01 C01 --- --- Z02-doc-
number
!p_print_05           01 003 Docs Titles          050 01 C01 --- --- Z13-title



  

Putting the file into textpad, 
replacing the label fields and 
then comparing one months 
file with the previous one will 
give you a list of new records 
that need to be checked to 
see if the headings need to 
be updated manually.



  



  



  



  

These are some of the steps 
that we have taken to work 
with our authorities.  We 
currently are bringing in new 
authorities as we need them 
and we love to watch the 
headings flip when a revised 
heading is loaded.



  

Is there more?
Of course! We want to see 
what other Aleph reports 
may give us.  We want to 
work with fix_docs and spend 
some time perfecting batch 
loads.  And we are waiting for 
the enhancements to be 
implemented.



  

What has the enhancement 
group asked for?

1. The authority 
enhancement group has 
asked that the Aleph system 
read all 3 numbers in the 
tags of authority records, 
eliminating the problem with 
conflicting headings.



  

2.  For the truly ambiguous 
headings, we have asked that  
the UPD N function at the field 
level rather than at the record 
level.  This would allow a 
record such as China to have 
all the 4xx fields, except those 
that are actually duplicated in 
another authority record to be 
used.



  

3. We would like the system to 
run a background daemon, 
similar to the batch 9p_auth_04, 
which would identify 4xx fields 
in authority records as 
ambiguous, AS THEY ARE 
LOADED, and mark the fields in 
both/all the records with a “do 
not update” tag.



  

We are waiting for these 
enhancements because just 
imagine how nice it would be to 
have:

Haddock that are only fish and 
Chess that is only a game and 
to know whether when madness 
strikes at work it is insanity or 
only anger!



  

If you have any 
questions please 
contact:

Andy Perry

aperry@binghamton.ed
u

Sandy Card

scard@binghamton.edu
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